Starling & Sparrow Trap Instructions
Model STSPEXLG
Extra-large heavy duty starling and sparrow trap capable of
capturing 200+ birds at one time. This solid and proven trap
measures 60”W X 60”L X 72”H. It is constructed from 1/2 X
1” inch 16 gauge galvanized wire mesh panels with a 1-1/2 x
1-1/2” angle iron frame. Frame comes powder coated to withstand the elements. This trap utilizes the V–top style trapping
method which has proven to be the most effective. It includes
a walk in entry door.
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Parts List
A 1 - Cage Door
B

3 - Side Panels

C 1 - Door Side Panel
D 2 - Top Panels
E

1 - V-Top Assembly

F

2 - Top Panel Support Rods

G 24 - Panel Clamps
H 2 - Top Panel Support
Rod Locking Pins
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4 - Standard Uprights
(8-cutouts)

J

1 - Door Upright with
3 welded hinges

K 6 - Standard Supports
L

J
L
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2 - Door Supports
with J-tabs

J-tab

Available from Nixalite® of America Inc • 1025 16th Ave, E Moline, IL 61244 • www.nixalite.com • 800.624.1189

1) Identify standard supports (K)
and door supports (L).
NOTE: There are 6 – 5’ standard
supports and 2 – 5’ door supports. The door supports have
C,UJCRGFYKTGTQFVCD ,VCD 
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the end to accommodate the
cage door upright.
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2) Assemble bottom supports.
Select 3 standard supports
and 1 door support and lay
them on the ground in the
shape of a square. Be sure
the tabs at the ends are on the
inside of the square. Secure
each corner with a nut and
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Figure 2

3) Determine corner where
cage door will be located.
This will be the corner with
the door support that has the
J-tab.
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4) Identify uprights.UVCPFCTF
door uprights (I) and 1 hinged
door upright to accommodate
the door (J).
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5) Install hinged door
upright. Insert hinged door
upright into the corner of the
door support. The door support has the J-tab. To insert,
push the door upright straight
down behind the open tabs. If
done correctly, the upright will
be snugly held in position by
the support tabs. Be sure the
open tabs in the uprights are
pointing up.
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6) Install the 3 standard uprights in the remaining corners (I).
+PUGTVWRTKIJVUKPVJGEQTPGTUWRRQTVVCDU6JG[UJQWNFƂVUPWIN[
when in position.
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7) Install remaining standard upright in door support. Locate the door
UWRRQTVYJKEJJCUVJG,VCD5NKFGTGOCKPKPIWRTKIJV YKVJVCDUHCEKPIWR 
into the J-tab and support tab simultaneously. It should be held snugly in
position if done correctly.
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8) Install side panels (B) on the three sides
without the door. Hold the mesh panels in
position up against the uprights. Align the
1 x 1” cutouts at the top corner of each panel
QXGTVJGWRTKIJVVCDU ƂIWTG CVVJGVQRQHVJG
support. Drop the panel into the tab which will
hold the panel in position. Repeat the process
for (C) Door side panel - 3’W x 5’H.
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9) Install top door support. Select the remaining door support
with the J-tab (L)/CMGUWTGVJG,VCDUCTGqHTQOVJGUCOGGPF
on top and bottom door supports. Slide the top support into the
QRGPVCDUQHVJGVJTGGWRTKIJVU VYQEQTPGTCPFQPGFQQTWRTKIJVU 

10) Install the 3 remaining top supports (K). Slide them into the open
tabs on the three remaining uprights.

11) Secure top supports
Insert nut and bolt in
each corner.

12) Secure panels with panel clamps. There are 6 panel clamps (G) required to secure each panel, 2 per
side, 1 for the top, and 1 for the bottom. Insert straight end of panel clamp thru cut out in mesh and
into hole in support or upright. Then lift up on panel clamp and push loop end thru cutout in mesh and
into oblong punch in upright or support. Then push down on panel clamp such that the clamp is tight
against the upright or support and the loop is down on the bottom of the oblong hole.
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13) Install top panel support rods (F). There are 2 of these
that are 5’ long with closed loops at each end. From inside
the trap, insert each of these completely thru the cage at 5”
from the top and 30” from the side.
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14) Place top panels in position. There are 2 top panels that
CTGoZo$QVJJCXGCqDGPVOGUJƃCRCVVCEJGFVQKV6JG
DGPV OGUJ ƃCRU CTG FGUKIPGF VQ JQQM CTQWPF VJG QWVGT
edge of the top support. The other side of the top panel
should rest on one of the support rods.
15) Install V-Top Assembly. Set the V-Top Assembly with the V
opening pointing down into the gap between the two top
panels. The wings of the v-top assembly should lay on the
top panels such that there is no gap on the top.
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16) Secure the V-top in position by attaching
the 6 J-springs to the underside of the top
RCPGNU ƂIWTG 9JGPUGEWTGCVVCEJVJG
J-springs located on the underside of the
top panels to the side panels
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17) Secure the support rods with locking rods.
There are 2 “L” shaped locking rods which
should be inserted thru the open loops of the
support rods. Use the cotter pin to keep lock
rods in position.
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18) Install door. Grab the door making sure the J-springs are
not inside the trap. Lift door and insert hinge pins into upper door hinges on the door upright. Align the lower hinge
pins into lower hinge on the door upright and insert. After
baiting, use the J-springs to secure the door.
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